
Lecture-8 

Dynamic RAM chip:  

A dynamic RAM comprises storage cells that may be thought of 

eclectically as capacitors there are many thousands of these 

capacitors, or storage cells on a dynamic RAM chip, each all is 

capable of storing one bit of information. 

The capacitor that makes this storage cell is not ideal. That is, 

change placed on this capacitor will leak off given enough time. In a 

DRAM, the change on the capacitor represents the stored data. 

Therefore, the data stored in the cell can be lost. A more accurate 

model of the storage cell is a capacitor in parallel with a resistor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To keep the stored information in a cap cell, DRAM is refreshed 

again & again. In a dynamic RAM, the storage wills are organized in a 

matrix form. Fig shows, the organization of 16cells in a matrix of 

4rows & 4 columns. Each cell in a matrix has a unique position 

specified by the intersection of a row& a column. 



 

 

Using Row & Column, any   cell can be uniquely identified. 

External signal lines are used to indicate which storage cell in the 

internal matrix is to be accessed. These lines are called row address 

lines & column address lines.  

  

Due to the way in which DRAMS are fabricated, the storage 

capacitor is not capable of providing large Q/P current to an external 

load. Therefore a circuit called sense amplifier is placed at the output 

of the storage cap to increase the Q/P current drive capability of the 

cell.     

        

 



 

 

Solid state switch S, is fabricated in the DRA chip to isolate the 

storage cell from all    circuit external to that cell S1 is closed when 

the row address & etc. address corresponding to the storage cell are  

selected  upon  clearing  s1, the change stored on the capacitor flame 

through s1 & RL. Current flawing through RL causes a voltage drop 

arose RL, the voltage developed across RL is increased by the sense 

amplifier to a lever suitable for during an external load (which is 

usually TTL),                         

 

 

 



 

 

When S1 is closed, current flews thought r1 and change on the 

capture is lost, this type of read is called destructive read operation 

the data should not disappear in read operation. A latch is used to 

refresh the stored data as shown in fig; 

 

 

 

4116 dynamic RAM chip: 

4116 is a161kv dynamic RAM, the chip has 16,384 storage 

cells in its matrix from and as commonly referred to as  a 16kk X 1 bit 

DRAM, there are 16k unique memory location, storage cell A block 

diagram of the chip is shown below;     



 

Storage cell matrix block: 

There are 16,384 storage cell in the 4116 organized in a cell 

contains a storage cap & an.ssw which isolates the cap from the rest 

of the incant in DRAM. 

 

Address latch block: 

Seven address lives A1-AO are input to this block, after proper 

time, an address is latched in the address latch block, the output of 

this block is input to both the how decode & the col multiplexer block. 

Row address Recorder block: 

The block have seven input line &128 output lines, seven  

output line represent one now of the storage matrix cell. 

 



Sense address Decoder block: 

The output of the col of cells in the storage matrix are tied 

together on a single line celled a bit line; there are 128 bit line in the 

matrix and 128 sense amplifier. 

 

Data latch block:  

After data is read from a now of cells, it is mitten into the 

latches in this block. 

Column Multiplexer block: 

Only are of 128 line input to this block is switched through to 

the DOUT output lines the seven address signals input to the DRAM, 

chip determine which one is selected. 

Time block:  

The sequence of events that take place within the DRAM is 

determined by this block also provides control signal to most of the 

other block the DRAM. 

Pin out of 4116: 

 

 



A6-A0:  The up accesses are memory cell by    outputting the row& 

column address on these seven lines. 

 

: When the up has output the col address on the A5-A0 lines, the 

 line is assented internally. 

 

 :  When  is asserted, the read add on AR-AO line is latched 

internally. 

 

DIN: Data is stored in the cap cell by making this line ‘o’ or 1. After 

the row & ecol address are latched internally, the up writer to the cell 

by places data on this line. 

 

DOUT: Data is read from the RAM chip their line, after the row & col, 

address are latched internally, the selected cell entreats are output to 

the line. 

 


